
When the wind was right everything else was wrong. 
Like the oak we thought built better than a house 
split like a ship on rock--. 

We let it stand 
the winter, spectral, shagged, every sky its snow, 
then cut it down, dismantled it in pieces like disease. 

While limbs from the yel Aow poplar broke at will--
they fell from the heigl ts like bones of the otherworldly 
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When the wind was right everything else 
was wrong, 1.i)c~ the oak we thought built 
better than ;f-'house split like a ship 
on rock. We let it stand the winter, 
spectral, , shagged, every sky its snow, 
then cut ·it down, dismantled it in 
pieces like disease. Then limbs from 
the yellow poplar broke at will--xexx 
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~~ These we turned sily1 to switches, . 
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t8¥~0T~-½/nesting eaves, which crows, then jays 
stole froi ~11 they could. The list, 
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When the wind was rt:· t everything else was wrong ~ 
""fiie silverbacks of e maples blown against the green 
like ~school of fis alternately braiding light and shade' 
And the black oak built for constancy and strength 
split like a ship/ mn rock by a single perfect strike, 
so that iit wore / its winter aspect, spectral, ragged, 
every sky its snow 

When the wind was right 
everything else was wrong--

the silverbacks of the maples 
blown b;J..ack against the green 

like a schbol of fish alternately 
braid~· g light and shade. 

And the ite oak built 
for c nstancy and strength 

split lie a ship on rock 
by a single perfect strike 

When the wind was right 
everything else was wrong, 

like the poplars turning yellow 
this past spring, xkemwhole trees 

litU~ith candle-loving sunlight--
no, that's a lie: only some 

of the leaves 

When the wind was right everything else was wrong. 

Like the oak 
split like a 

we thought built better than a house 
ship on rock by a single il't r.t.te~ strike. 

We let it stand the winter, spectral, 
every sky its snow, then cut it down-

·~ , 

or dismantled it in pieces like disease. 

Limbs from the ~ ~ broke ft will--
they fell from !\height~': like bones of the otherworldly, 

ir though to gather them in bundles seemed medieval. 

w, by its nature, wept ~iYieliaBI its branching, 
s emed to have passed to the other side 

with prin -these 

-~J...The willow, by its nature, wept lon~~IS '~ 
A~ 0 S branching, so pale they fl~d a'Irea~y passed ~- \ 
~~- to the other side with spring~ switches. 

~• { • These we turned easily to switches. t' 
/t)t~~ Like the bickering in the sycamorJs• nes in~aves, 

tVvv\ Q first crows, then jays stealing all they could. 

1ht~' 



The white oak stood for constancy, tenacity of leaves, 
stability of furniture and ships--if you were 
a sailor--and in winter a sort of spectral, 
ragged presence, stark against the snow; 

the copper beech had stateliness and grandparental girth, 
smooth and silver-gray, and, in the children's rhyme, 
was big as a castle, cool as a cave, calm as church, 
green as a wave--though like most rhyme 

wrong: more plum than green; while the buttonwood 
had the largest leaves, maple-sized, five-fingers wide, 
as see-through in the light as hands, and like hands 
scored with messages, and like the bark 

ja~~xoi disappearance; the willow weeping was obvious, 

IffKxf !xxixexxwi{ttexw~xkt· and yellow poplars, wice- essea at e rive· . 
iKe we aings in e spring, lit.th~hcandlas 

of their tulips almost too high lixEe~xri~~; 

had their been a conifer, something evergreen, who knows 



The white oak stood for constancy, tenacity of leaves, 
stability of furniture and ships--if you were 
a sailor--and in winter a kind of spectral, 
ragged presence, bleak against the snow--

the copper beach had stateliness and grandparental 
girth, smooth, gray-silver, and in the child's ( ~~ 

~~
~ rhyme, big as a castle, cool as a cave, calm \_,, 

as church, green as a wave--though like 
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\~ and maps of bark drifting, disappearing--

the willow weeping i\f'obviou5 ~nd its wickerwork 
of baskets and,V~.f~dles--andgEfig pglars, iike a¢bove it all, 
like weddings ~•v , XH~ii~KXRHSX~HXi~KXXHXXRHXK~XiH~ 
i . . in the spring, candles of tulips and yellow 
xlfllt,leliiis--

The white oak stood for constqncy, tenacity of leaves, 
stability of furniture and~5h~'ps---if you were 

• 1 d • • t A,-._n f t 1 a sai or--an in win er a sor o spec ra, 
ragged presence, p~Lgainst the snow--

the copper beech had stateliness and grandparental 
girth, / smooth, gray-silver, and in the childY~~~ 
~ rhyme1/ big as a castle, cool as a cave, calm 
as church,/ green as a wave--though like most rhyme 

wrong, more plum than green--while the buttonwoo~ / ' .IV 
had the largest of the leaves, maple-sized uf\ l'Ylllr/vi,1.l (}V • 
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of bark drifting, disappearing--



They might as well have been pylons 

To stand under even one of £"/4e slight ones 
that grew in communities, ~gt alone one of the 
larger 

/ 
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To stand under even one of the slight ones 
that grew in whol i communities, let alone one 
of the ones 
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THE MARRIAGE IN THE TREES 

/ 

It makes/ a difference, oak 
or the p iant y~ low poplar 

or sycamore 

ones 

Th0 m we loved in 

--- / ,)-Nl';\lls_\ ~I 
The oak stands for constancy, stateliness, weight ~"'-~ -fne-nk,.,,., 
tenacity of leaves~ yet hostly,ragged 1haFes in winter, 
lordly in the autumn, i spring a slow g,ieRlf, the stuff 
of houses, furniture, d ships if you were sailing 
on the run out of your life, oak inside the acorn--

the beech, which owns the oak, stands 

Tbebo~ktstood for constancy, tenacity of leaves, 
lfiixitix1 of furniture and ships--if you were 
a sailor--and in winter a kind of ghostly, 
ragged presence, bleak against the snow--

the~ ch had \ stateliness axaxa±~x±x~x~xxwe±~kx 




